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BRINGERS OF SONG
D.A. Powell

Sammy, the toucan, is fine – a neighbor built him a very large cage in which he
seems quite happy, and I give him baths with the garden hose. Someone also
brought him a big pair of gold earrings from the Petropolis ‘Lojas Americana’ (5
& 10) and he loves them. He has two noises – one a sort of low rattle in his throat,
quite gentle, if he is pleased with you, or cranky, if he isn’t, and the other, I’m
afraid, a shriek.

– Elizabeth Bishop, letter to Marianne Moore, from Brazil, 13 March 1952

We have a word in California for someone who carries an umbrella:
optimist. 

I, like many poets before, believe the birds control the weather. In the order
of heavenly beings, angels are lowest, therefore fit to act as messengers to
humanity. Also teachers, with good and bad results. Angels are said to have
taught us all kinds of things. But what of other things with wings? Do they not
mimic the orders above them? Suspended on that most subtle element, the air,
birds trace out the shifts and whims of winds, and they are the keepers of
weather knowledge we cannot measure in such detail as those that measure
with a feather. Climatic turns are adumbrated by them all the time if we but care
to listen. Certainly we heed at least one canary, if only the one in the proverbial
mineshaft. 

Listen to the birds. I guess I don’t have to tell that to poets. Poe’s raven and
Dunbar’s turkey and Hopkins’s windhover and Dickinson’s bobolink and
Yeats’s falcon. If a bird’s going to talk, it’s going to talk to a poet. I don’t know
any other people who converse with nightingales. But don’t just listen to their
tunes: study them. 

Much of the ancient art of augury centred on birds: their songs and their
flight. Associations were perhaps based in superstition at times: an owl means
death, for example. But one can imagine that the presence of an owl also
signalled the presence of rodents, and perhaps a general descent into decay was
detected in the owl’s presence. But even if we admit that the meaning of an
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owl is not so cut and dried, there are plenty of ways in which we can tell a lot
about people by the birds they keep company with. Falcons are for hunters.
Eagles are for warriors. Flamingos. Ah, flamingos. They are for flames. People
who light up a room. Hummingbirds are for industrious people or those with
numerous interests. 

Once a week, I put out a little seed for the sparrows who live in the mayten
tree down below my front window. The couple use my fire escape for their
cooling-off spot. They also bring their fledged youngsters and I have been
witness to a couple of bird tragedies. But generally they are happy birds and the
male, a white-capped sparrow, has a strong whistling morning song that tells
me there’s been some accumulation of moisture on the leaves of the hyssop or
upon the flowers of the nasturtiums popping out red and gold. These are also
a favorite of hummingbirds who stray over from the dense dells and find they
need a pick-me-up. I can’t lay out too much seed for the sparrows, as it’ll draw
the black-headed Steller’s jays; they are a nuisance once they’ve got you marked,
and they keep the sparrows away, which is not what I want. I want the sparrows
to flourish. They are the simple bringers of song. Like poets, they are content
to try the air all day with their voices, if the other birds will just let them alone. 

And when the weather’s bad, they hunker down, those nut-brown sparrows,
chittering while the wind shakes their nest below. We are glad of sparrows – I
mean, us, as humans, are comforted by sparrow songs. At the end of a day, the
sparrow’s downward whistle sounds like letting off steam, like letting out air.
We all need that. Poetry does that, also: lets out air. 

St Francis, famously, ministered to the birds: “It is God who made you noble
among creatures, making your home in thin, pure air.” He was convinced that
their place in creation was close to heaven, and he made them to sing in praise
of the Creator. In San Francisco, a city named for St Francis, sharp-shinned
hawks hunt oscines, and red-winged blackbirds skim the ditches and ponds
for mosquitos. At the shoreline, petrels, gulls and frigate birds sculpt the
ocean’s microsystem of waves and currents with their flight. In open areas
where human traffic is high and discarded bits of sandwich or loose snack foods
fall or are tossed away, grey pigeons, aggressive grackles, jays, blueblack crows
and even tiny nuthatches will congregate and await the spoils of lunch. But
these are usual suspects. Birds one hardly notices, even close at hand. We’re
accustomed to their presence. But we are dazzled by the newcomers: feral
parrots, once confined mainly to a small area of North Beach, are being spotted
in larger numbers; from Pacific Heights to the Twin Peaks, these exotics fly
over the city, fanning their green, red and blue bodies in chevron-shaped flocks
that chatter endlessly as they go in search of loquat trees or hawthorn berries.
They are, like so many of us here, escapees. San Francisco is their refuge, and
they are adapting to its moderate climate, we think. But perhaps we’ve got it
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wrong. Perhaps the climate of moderation and openness is brought by the birds
themselves. Parrots open us to the unexpected. They are social, loud and showy,
like the locals. And perhaps they are telling us: adapt, adapt, adapt. 

I love Flaubert’s short story ‘A Simple Heart’. Felicity, a maid devoted to
others, winds up with no one in her life except a stuffed parrot. Most people
read this as sad. But not Felicity herself. She takes the parrot’s presence as a sign
of God’s grace. And so at last, “when she breathed her last breath she thought
she saw in the heavens as they opened, a gigantic parrot, flying above her head”.
She has been blessed by the presence of her totem bird, just as Mary is blessed
by the dove. 

Sure, bad messages can come from birds, too. Noah gets a bad report from
the raven. As does Poe. And it is a dire report indeed from Yeats’s falcon, which
by its flight suggests that “the centre cannot hold”. Perhaps the key is to
cultivate relationships with friendly avians such as parrots. The ancient Roman
augurs kept chickens on hand and took as a favourable sign the chicken’s
appetite for grains of wheat. When I see parrots in my neighbourhood, I take
it as a sign of hope: the world goes on. 

Gather to you the birds that signal happiness. That might mean opening a
waterway or building a pond. It might be just finding the right spot to put a
feeder. Tend to making a world that welcomes wild song. When the birds come,
they will bring word of how to live and what to write down.

D.A. Powell’s most recent collection is Repast (Graywolf, 2014)
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